
Tying the Knott

By Pauline Uchmanowicz

One afternoon during the winter of 1983, I came home beleaguered from a day of student
teaching at the local high school in Amherst, Massachusetts and found the equivalent of a
“miracle ticket” to a Deadhead lying on my kitchen table. It was a letter from the 
University of Iowa informing me of my acceptance to the Writers’ Workshop. In August I
left the East Coast, crossed the Mississippi River and drove a final stretch of cornfield 
highway to where the college town touted as the Athens of the Midwest awaited.

My first hour in Iowa City I presented myself at the office of the Writers’ Workshop, in 
those days located in the English/Philosophy Building on the University of Iowa campus. 
I asked an administrator named Connie about housing and she directed me to a corridor 
bulletin board where Workshop students shared information. Standing before it, my eyes 
jumped immediately to a one-block cartoon of a blindfolded captive facing a firing squad.
Beneath the picture someone had penned: “The day my first story was up.” Were I its 
objective correlative, the caption would have read: Your muse entangled with the poet 
Bill Knott.

Mentioning execution and my former Workshop teacher in tandem aims straight at the 
heart of his poetic process. Knott’s passion for executing his poems lays in fanatical 
excising, and he wastes no time and spares no mercy in applying his technique to the 
feeble attempts of novices. As a teacher he frequently invoked the figure of Stéphane 
Mallarmé, who, he gleefully declared, published scarcely forty poems in his entire life, 
almost all of them “perfect.” Was it a coincidence that in the year of my birth Mallarmé 
dedicated Selected Poems to his editor, writing, “You have ...taken hair from my worried 
poll...bedeviled me toward your vision of the ultimate almost perfection...given me 
insomnia, attacks of spleen and desperation, with a pat on the head when sometimes I 
was finally able to do what you wanted”? Because except for the part about the 
occasional pat on the head, I would within a few months of arriving in Iowa City apply 
these words wholesale to Bill Knott. Not only was I doomed from the start to absorb 
Knott’s curse of chronic revising, but also his devotion to quirky language, which in his 
verse awes readers and in mine kills poems.

A photograph I’m holding of Bill Knott, taken by me in an Iowa City cafeteria, is dark, 
out of focus and smudged. So is my understanding of the man who was born in Michigan 
in 1940 and orphaned as a child. After a stint in the army, in which he claims to have 
guarded Fort Knox, he migrated home to the Midwest. In 1965, he was introduced to an 
audience at the University of Milwaukee at Wisconsin as a poet named Saint Geraud, and
without preliminaries proceeded to recite his poems in rapid-fire delivery. Paul Carroll 
recalls him that afternoon as “standing hunched and intense at the podium, his blonde 
crewcut badly in need of a trim, wearing soiled GI khaki trousers, two sweaters and 
scuffed telephone-lineman boots, the broken frame of his glasses precariously patched by 
a band-aid.” Two years later a book attributed to Saint Geraud (1940-1966) appeared, The
Naomi Poems: Corpse and Beans; it was followed by Auto-Necrophilia, by Bill Knott 



(1940-1966). But the man who snatched the Polaroid from my fingers in order to scrape a
knife across its surface where his image was instantly developing was very much alive 
that day in 1983 or 1984, when I snapped him with his lunch tray.

Bill Knott came to teach at the Workshop the same year that the resident faculty inducted 
two new bards: Jorie Graham, a lush Buddha, plump in her eighth month of pregnancy; 
and the baby’s father, the cowboy and poet James Galvin. The young couple had brought 
out four poetry collections between them; Knott had published more books than the total 
in his own right. The first two poets would stay on permanently at the Workshop castle, 
earn big-money prizes, see their faces on the cover of American Poetry Review and land 
a New Yorker profile. Knott would continue to write and publish, but in exile as an 
assistant professor at a less-famed college. And though his work from time to time was 
funded, the man who in a footnote to the sonnet “Grant Proposal” refers to himself as 
Fort Knox Knott couldn’t (or refused) to develop the knack of rubbing Guggenheims, 
Whitings and Pulitzers from bottles. The artist/narrator of the poem who wants to go “On 
top of our Capitol’s highest highrise” and says he would

Up there, buffeted, stand, cupping my hands
A gleam of gold-dust, a handful of gold-dust
Doled out to me each day by our state, by you
The modest mandarins of its Arts Council,

may as well be Bill, conceding desire for his rightful due.

In the Iowa days, what skills he lacked among the poetry elite Bill Knott made up for 
with more knowledge of European poetry than maybe anyone in America; in an 
undeniable poetic genius, a better reading style than other teachers in the program and 
sheer wackiness—the category in which his reputation most gelled. Conventional 
wisdom had it that the weirdo, outsider persona cultivated in his youth had stuck to 
Knott’s professional identity like the trademark stamps, he deliberately fastened askew on
letters. Bill continued to wear ill-fitting, disheveled clothes and eyeglasses repaired with 
safety pins.

Students roamed freely about a Knott workshop class or left the room altogether; we lit 
cigarettes and talked amongst ourselves in low tones. When a performance artist brought 
in three-dimensional objects to challenge the 8 1/2-by-11-inch standard of the Workshop 
poem, news of the event spread like a dust storm. Gerald Stern, a poet on the permanent 
faculty, commented, “I would have lit them on fire.” But all Knott had to say on the 
subject was, “All the weird ones took me,” which wasn’t the same as saying, he tolerated 
the arrogant, ignorant or ill-informed. To the self-indulgent, needlessly obscure or tone-
deaf he would claim in class discussions not to understand their verses, feigning 
comments such as, “The poem makes me feel stupid, and I don’t like feeling stupid.”

Bill’s know-nothing persona also roamed the great outdoors. On a walk through town 
beside him one day, I mentioned that my roommate was having a sordid love affair. He 
asked in a testing voice, “What does ‘sordid’ mean? I know what ‘torrid’ means, but not 



that.” Unable to supply a definition, I struck the word from my mind. Time passed, and it 
eventually showed up in print, vindicating my vocabulary. Of course, it’s possible what I 
uttered on that long-ago stroll was actually the non-word “sorrid,” because Know-
Nothing Knott was clever at making lesser tongues tied.

But of all my difficult dealings with Bill Knott, none jab my memory as forcefully as his 
one-on-one conferences. When we first met to discuss my poems, in his office in EPB, 
Bill showed up with his neck and chin nicked from a fresh shave. He kept clearing his 
throat and grunting as he looked over typed sheets of paper that even I knew held little 
promise. Reading the sorriest out loud to me while simultaneously dumping instant ice 
tea into a glass of water and stirring the mixture with a plastic razor, Bill was either 
distracted by the awfulness of his position or attempting to get me to write something 
decent through his brand of shock therapy. Next, he opened a desk drawer stocked with 
expensive imported cigarettes and offered me a smoke. He told me, Theodore Roethke, 
before dying in a freak swimming pool accident the year Kennedy got shot, had kept dead
flowers in a drawer of the desk where he wrote because they reminded him of a field in 
Italy as it appeared both before and after a battle fought during the Second World War. 
This contrast put the author of “Dolor,” who wrote little but with great care, into a state of
melancholy that summoned his muse. Bill ended by imploring that I sign up on his office 
door for another conference.

At our next meeting he mainly raged. “Narrative! Why are you bringing me narrative?” 
The session came to a close when he ordered me to sign up for another conference. A 
visit later he complained, “You’re writing images—just images. You should be a painter, 
not a poet.” The time after that his beef was dialogue. “In a poem? You should be a 
playwright, not a poet.” Finally one day he just came out with it: “You don’t have any 
sound, rhythm or meaning in your poetry, and quite frankly, I don’t think you have any 
idea what you’re doing ... Sign up for another conference.”
I never went back.

Years later, I realized that Bill was my only teacher ever courageous enough to rub my 
face in my own writing.

In the presence of our verses, Bill made a point of exposing verifiable poetry facts to us, 
his students. “Do you want to get into The Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry?” he 
once thundered to a writer. And to prove that the answer was “no,” he pulled out the book
from a stack that he always lugged to class and showed her that not a single selection 
began with the same contraction as began her poem.

Canonization rankled Bill Knott’s mind back then. He had written an awful book called 
Lucky Darrell (1977) with one of my former teachers, the poet James Tate, whom he 
counted as a rival. Astonishingly, during my undergraduate days, Tate was matter-of-fact 
about his status as the final entry in The Norton Anthology, when he was only thirty-six 
years old. By 1984, when Tate came to Iowa City to give a reading, his name as it 
appeared in John Frederick Nims’ “Galaxy of Contemporary Poets” (a poster appendix to 
Harper Anthology of Poetry) outshone the less luminous (insinuated by font size) name 



Bill Knott. As it happens, Bill decided to transfer this phenomenon to my personal 
circumstances as a poet. Using the name of a Workshop student from my home state to 
complete his analogy, he told me, “You know, James Tate and—are a lot alike, and you 
and I are a lot alike. They both have talent. You and I don’t have any talent, which doesn’t
mean they’re better than us; it just means we have to work harder.”

Along with brutal honesty, Bill Knott dispensed unusual kindness. He took students out 
for meals and drinks and gave us his books for free. When he learned that I was living on 
loans without an assistantship, he hired me to work for him. My first chore was to buy 
two books of stamps with a hundred-dollar bill; he told me to keep the change. Later, I 
used a bit of it to mail some of his books back East; it was my second and final errand. 
He also wrote a letter on my behalf and lobbied for me to get the teaching assistantship 
that I was awarded my final year at the Workshop.

The man who purportedly convinced the NEA to pay out his ten-thousand-dollar award in
one lump sum so he could keep the money stacked on his kitchen table, who wrote in 
author notes on the back cover of Selected and Collected Poems (1977) that he was 
unemployed and looking for a job, and who hand-corrected my copy of Becos (1983) in 
purple ink, above all wore “truth in poetry” openly on his sleeve. In the confessional 
1990s, while other poets mock themselves by making laminated place mats out of 
rejection slips, who but Knott would have the guts to acknowledge as he does in The 
Quicken Tree (1995) that: “Earlier versions of a few of these poems appeared in 2 or 3 
ephemera, but Truth-in-Packaging laws require the author to admit that almost all the 
poems in this book were rejected by every magazine they were sent to.” My respect for 
this boldness even drowns out the cry it provokes in my head: “Now he tells me!”

Not long ago, while filing a rejection slip, I chided my boyfriend for missing the esoteric 
beauty of my poems, no doubt, that same as the editor who had returned them. Later, I 
found a note scrawled across the most arcane in the packet: “Who are you writing for? 
Bill Knott?” Since the piece in question was derived from Knott’s “For Lack of You,” 
assembled like two sonnets stacked on top of each other; since the lines “just as 
this/retina-ready tour first promised” sound lifted from elsewhere in Becos, the answer 
could only be “yes.”

Similar to the pose Mallarmé strikes in his 1957 dedication to Selected Poems, I 
habitually find myself confessing to Bill Knott: “Of the dozens of editors with whom I 
have fought successively my Waterloos, you have been the most indefatigable, 
painstaking, accurate, and demandingly helpful.” He likewise has been for forty years 
one of America’s most experimental, far ranging and compelling writers. May his 
tombstone read:

Bill Knott
Poet
See The Norton Anthology

Note: Bill Knott was an assistant professor at Emerson College. 


